
no one could reduce to practice. This is when
I, and several other researchers, turned to nu-
merical electromagnetics for the answer.

EARLY MICROWAVE DESIGN
In the early 1980s the main microwave de-

sign tool was the Smith chart. The IBM-PC was
introduced in 1981 (4.77 MHz, 16 kb RAM, no
hard drive), and it would be several years before
serious microwave design software would be
available, and then even longer before it was
widely accepted. The most significant commer-
cial circuit theory tool seeing active development
at this time was on mainframe computers, al-
though it too had not yet realized widespread ac-
ceptance. At E-Lab, we used circuit theory soft-
ware I had written at Space Division; it ran on a
VAX computer that occupied a large air-condi-
tioned room. (I understand that the software was
actually still in use in some locations as recently
as a few years ago.)

In addition to the circuit theory software I
had written on the VAX, I had also, on my own
time, written a nice little antenna analysis pro-
gram, Annie, on an Apple™ computer (see Fig-
ure 1). Lacking a compiler, I wrote the entire
program in assembly language, including a full
set of floating point arithmetic routines (no float-
ing point coprocessor). I sold over 250 copies of
that program to radio amateurs. A friend sold
another 250 copies in Japan. The PC version of
the program still works and is still available.

JAMES C. RAUTIO
Sonnet Software Inc.
N. Syracuse, NY

Ifirst realized there was a major problem in
1982 when I moved from GE Valley Forge
Space Division to GE Electronics Laborato-

ry (E-Lab) in Syracuse to design some of the
first GaAs monolithic microwave integrated cir-
cuits (MMIC). I took over the design of a C-
band low noise amplifier (LNA). I was told that
my first design had to work; there was no budget
or time left for any more wafer fabrications. The
previous design was compact and made exten-
sive use of spiral inductors. However, the spiral
inductors were almost complete unknowns and
as a result the previous design did not work.

Fortunately, I could make the chip as large as
I wanted to. So I changed all the inductors to
equivalent transmission lines and made sure
they were spread out so there was very little
stray coupling. The design worked the first time.
However, the chip area was about 3 mm by 6
mm, and it used only two transistors. This was
acceptable for a first of its kind, but it was clear
we had to do something so that we could reliably
design compact MMICs in the future.

Making this problem even clearer was ef-
fort on other, size constrained MMIC designs.

We were doing multi-
ple iterations on these
chips. At US $50,000
and three to six
months per wafer fab-
rication, the situation
had to change or GaAs
MMICs would end up
in the technological
trash bin of history,
just another blue-sky
research project that

PLANAR ELECTROMAGNETIC
SOFTWARE — PERSONAL
REFLECTIONS

Fig. 1  The author 
developing antenna analysis
software on an Apple
computer in 1983. ▼
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Given that simple circuit theory
microwave software was not yet well
accepted and computers were very
limited, it was quite a jump to go all
the way to numerical electromagnet-
ics. Electromagnetics was viewed by
microwave designers as a totally use-
less academic exercise yielding lots of
PhDs, but little or nothing in the way
of timely applied solutions. The Smith
chart and the Exacto knife were far
superior. At that time, microwave de-
signers were completely correct.

Of course, the Exacto knife did not
work for GaAs MMICs. Several far-
sighted researchers, myself included,
saw this and proceeded to explore po-
tential solutions, especially for planar
circuits. One such technique is the
method of moments. I was fortunate in
that the originator of the method of
moments, Professor Roger Harrington,
taught at Syracuse University, just a 10-
minute drive from E-Lab. I wasn’t sure
exactly how, but I had a feeling that the
method of moments had some possibil-
ities. I decided it was time to go for my
PhD degree under Professor Harring-
ton. My future was set.

Figure 2 shows the open forum
paper (IMS 1987, Las Vegas, NV)
where I first presented the method of
moments approach I eventually com-
mercialized. That was an especially
hectic time for me, as I was also the
open forum chairman. 

Other researchers doing planar
EM work at this time included Rolf
Jansen, Achim Hill, Larry Dunleavy,
Jian-X Zheng, Joseph Pekarek, Y.L.
Chow, Niels Fache, Juan Mosig,
Robert Jackson and others. Work
from all of these researchers influ-
enced the entire field, and some ac-
tually made the very considerable
jump to commercial products.

By the end of the 1980s, circuit the-
ory was well embedded in the mi-
crowave design flow and EM was just
getting started. By the end of the
1990s, EM analysis was firmly embed-
ded, too. Thus, we refer to the 1980s as
the decade of circuit theory microwave
design, and the 1990s as the decade of
EM-based microwave design.

COMMERCIALIZATION
Making the jump from academic

research to successful commercial
product deserves discussion. In my
own case, having grown up as a farm
boy pitching hay and a driving tractor, I
could not even spell entrepreneur,
much less consider becoming one. So I
tried everything I could short of com-
mercializing the software myself. I
went to all the major EDA vendors
and actually had strong interest from
two of them, but both eventually
turned me down. I went to the compa-
nies that had funded my PhD
research; it was not in their overall cor-
porate strategy, a reasonable objection.
So, I either had to commercialize it
myself, or drop it and get on with life.

From selling the Annie program, I
knew commercialization was going to
be way too much work, so I decided
to drop it and get on with life. I de-
cided to pursue an academic career.
Maybe I could do more development
as part of my research and eventually
someone might pick up the software.
I did successfully obtain a temporary
position at Syracuse for two years, but
serious attempts applying for tenure
track positions at both Syracuse and

Cornell failed. So,
in between teaching
courses, I spent
those two years
preparing software
for applied use and
then I would “quit
my day job.” It was
like I was being
forced to become
an entrepreneur.

Looking back on the effort to com-
mercialize the software, I subjectively
estimate about 10 percent of my total
effort has been in doing the underly-
ing EM theory and numerical soft-
ware. Another 30 percent was spent
doing productization, putting the
software into a form that could be
used in applied work. This includes
setting up substantial automated test-
ing, writing documentation and de-
veloping a good user interface. About
60 percent of the total effort has been
in marketing and sales.

A portion of the marketing and
sales was simply traveling all over the
world to tell skeptical microwave de-
signers about the wonders of numeri-
cal electromagnetics. Figure 3 shows
the strong interest my seminars gener-
ated, this one in Tokyo, Japan, in 1995.

Occasionally I hear researchers
complaining that they publish re-
search and someone else gets rich.
My reply is that if they want to get
rich, just do the productization, mar-
keting and sales as described above
and you too will become wealthy...
maybe. I chose (or perhaps was
forced) to take the commercialization
route. This turned out to be success-
ful, but I fully realize that in doing so
I have not experienced research and
publishing in more depth and in a
wider variety of topics. I sometimes
wonder what my life course would
have been if I had been successful in
one of my tenure track applications,
but that I will never know.

Also, I occasionally get enquires
like, “I have this really neat EM code,
it’s 90 percent done and only 10 per-
cent is left to do, would you like to
sell it?” I reply that they have the
right numbers, but in the wrong or-
der. Most researchers leave it there
(just like I tried to do), but every now
and then one takes up the challenge
and puts in the extra 90 percent re-
quired to commercialize. I have
heard essentially this same story from
several microwave software vendors.

ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY
Don’t worry, no equations here. If

you want equations, there are lots of
papers you can go read. Here you will
get a simple, equation-free, high level
understanding.

There are two basic approaches to
the method of moments as applied to
planar circuits. In the approach I use,
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▲ Fig. 2  The author’s first publication in
1987 of the EM technique that he
commercialized.

▲ Fig. 3  An EM seminar in Tokyo in 1995 captures a large
audience.



we place the problem in a rectangular,
shielding box. When we work the equa-
tions, we view the sidewalls of the box
as a rectangular waveguide propagating
in the vertical direction. The top cover
and bottom ground plane are just
waveguide terminations.

Recall that the M and N, TE and
TM waveguide modes all have cosine
and sine terms in them. In applying the
method of moments, we write the fields
as a sum of these waveguide modes.
This is a sum (over all M and N modes)
of cosines and sines. What is a sum of
cosines and sines? It’s a Fourier series.
Thus, we can use a 2-D fast Fourier
transform (FFT) to sum all these
cosines and sines. Figure 4 shows a
portion of a page from my notebook
where I calculated these sines and
cosines at the beginning of my PhD re-
search. While the equations can fill
pages, the basic ideas are simple.

Using an FFT like this in EM analy-
sis has an important disadvantage that
is identical to the disadvantage in using
the FFT in signal processing. If you
have a time signal and you want to do
an FFT, the first thing you do is to uni-
form time sample the signal. In FFT-
based EM analysis, the first thing you
do is uniform space sample across the
surface of the substrate. Thus the cir-
cuit analyzed is snapped to a fine uni-
form underlying FFT mesh. Fortunate-
ly, the FFT is so fast that this mesh can
easily be 1000 by 1000 cells, which
means FFT cell size can be as small as
a pixel on a computer screen.

The advantage of using the FFT is
that all coupling between all cells is
quickly calculated to full numerical
precision. This results in very high ac-
curacy and a typical dynamic range of

100 to 180 dB. This
advantage is identical
to the high dynamic
range provided by
audio CDs. If you
must meet an 80 dB
filter rejection speci-
fication, it is easy to
do using FFT-based
analysis.

The second pla-
nar method of mo-
ments approach as-
sumes an unshielded
environment. Now, a
numerical integra-
tion must be used to
calculate the fields.

The advantages and disadvantages of
this approach nicely compliment the
FFT approach. The advantage is that
the numerical integration may be per-
formed over any limits, thus subsec-
tions can be triangles or rectangles of
any size. The disadvantage is that nu-
merical integration is slower than an
FFT for a given subsection count and
that numerical integration error re-
duces dynamic range.

Ideally, a designer should have ac-
cess to both types of analyses. The ex-
perienced designer can effectively en-
joy the advantages of both approaches.
For given circuit and accuracy require-
ments, one tool might be preferred
over the other. In cases where high
probability of success is critical, circuits
should be analyzed using both ap-
proaches and any differences fully un-
derstood.

For example, if a circuit is to be
used in an unshielded environment, an
unshielded analysis is generally appro-
priate. If you want to quantitatively
evaluate the significance of surface
wave coupling to nearby components,
then analysis with a 3-D volume mesh-
ing tool including the specific nearby
components is typically required.

If only the general importance of
surface wave coupling is desired, an un-
shielded analysis by itself is difficult to
use. This is because the effects of sur-
face waves tend to be smooth with fre-
quency and their existence is not easily
discerned by just viewing the S-para-
meters. In this case, a shielded analysis
should be applied. If a circuit generat-
ing strong surface waves is placed in a
shielding box, then the surface waves
become easily recognized box reso-
nances. If you see numerous box reso-

nances in the shielded analysis, you can
be confident that the actual unshielded
circuit has a strong likelihood of surface
waves and undesired coupling to near-
by components.

If high accuracy is required for a
filter in a shielding box, a shielded
EM analysis must be used and the
box set to the same size as in the ac-
tual circuit. A filter’s enclosure and
environment can have a strong and
sometimes unexpected influence on
the filter response.

Shielded analyses can approximate
an unshielded environment and un-
shielded analyses can approximate a
shielded environment. However, in
each case, due to accuracy and speed
issues, if both types of analysis are
available, the appropriate native envi-
ronment is preferred.

There are numerous volume
meshing EM tools available. Most are
based on or related to either finite el-
ements or finite difference time do-
main. Typically, unless there is some
kind of 3-D arbitrary attribute to the
circuit (as in the stray coupling to ex-
ternal components example above),
such analyses should not be used for
planar circuits. Analysis times can be
substantially longer than for a native
planar analysis. While such analyses
typically give a reasonable indication
of the correct result, very high accu-
racy can be difficult to realize.

To get a quick indication of accura-
cy, just look at the current distribution.
For example, accurate calculation of
I2R loss requires an exceptionally accu-
rate evaluation of S-parameters. This is
because planar circuits naturally have
very high current on all edges. Confin-
ing a large portion of the current to the
edges significantly increases loss. In or-
der to accurately calculate I2R loss, this
high edge current must be accurately
calculated. This, in turn, requires an
exceptionally fine mesh right at the
edges of all lines. This makes any vol-
ume mesh so fine that it is difficult to
analyze. In contrast, volume meshing
approaches tend to work well for 3-D
arbitrary structures where planar ap-
proaches have difficulty.

Planar EM tools mesh only the met-
al of a circuit, not the volume. Typically,
they can automatically and efficiently
generate a fine mesh on edges, allow-
ing accurate evaluation of the high
edge current. For some tools, such
“edge meshing” is default, in other cas-
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▲ Fig. 4  A page from the author’s PhD notebook showing the sines
and cosines of the waveguide modes summed by the FFT.



es it must be manually invoked. If high
accuracy is required, edge meshing
must be used. As an added benefit,
when edge meshing is used, adaptive
meshing is unnecessary. In fact, most
planar EM tools do not even bother in-
cluding an iterative adaptive mesh.

Whenever high accuracy is needed,
and no matter what EM tool is being
used, always view the current distribu-
tion for at least one or two frequencies.
The current distribution must be
smooth, physically reasonable and have
high edge current. All of these charac-
teristics are absolutely required if high
accuracy results are to be realized.

Another excellent check for accura-
cy is to perform a convergence analy-
sis. This is easily done for any EM
analysis; just keep making the mesh
finer and finer. For example, if an ini-
tial analysis uses a mesh size of 20 sub-
sections per wavelength (the mini-
mum that should ever be used), repeat
the analysis with 40, then 80 and then
160 subsections per wavelength. For
FFT-based analyses, just keep cutting
the cell size in half. Plot the results.
You should see a clear convergence,
with the difference between each set
of curves (no matter what it is that you
are plotting) reducing by about half
each time you refine the mesh. If the
difference remains constant, or if the
difference starts increasing for finer
meshes, the situation must be resolved
or the design is at risk.

Also keep in mind that accuracy de-
pends not only on the number of sub-
sections per wavelength, but also on
the size of the subsections with respect
to current variation on the metal. This
is why high accuracy requires narrow
subsections at the edge of lines to ade-
quately represent the high edge cur-
rent. If thickness is important, multiple

subsections through the thickness of
the line can also be important.

CHARACTERISTIC WHAT?
When I first started working in nu-

merical EM, most (of the very few)
users had a good solid knowledge of
microwave design. Over the years,
with a few fortunate exceptions,
many universities have dropped or
compromised their EM and RF de-
sign courses. Perhaps they felt all that
RF stuff was old fashioned and they
wanted to work on modern topics. Af-
ter all, Maxwell’s equations are over
100 years old. Traveling waves and
characteristic impedance are terribly
complicated. All this is just a useless
holdover from a by-gone era.

Suddenly, wireless is a hot topic.
These universities are only just now
realizing that they should at least
maintain and maybe even increase
their attention to RF design. In the
meantime, I have seen a strong in-
crease in the number of “RF design-
ers” who have been almost literally
dumped into the field with little or no
preparation. We help them out as
much as we can. Fortunately, most of
them are receptive, but we are no
substitute for a good solid academic
grounding in EM and RF design.

Take, for example, silicon RFIC de-
sign. It is common for foundries to
measure a large set of components to
facilitate the use of their process. Each
component is fabricated with a “ground
cage” (see Figure 5). The component
is measured in coplanar waveguide
(CPW), the ground cage strips forming
the ground strips of the CPW.

For true CPW operation, if one
amp of current goes into the signal line
(the center contact), then one-half
amp of current must come out of each
of the two ground strips. The ground
return currents are exactly balanced.
The CPW characteristic impedance
and velocity of propagation depend on
balanced ground return current.

However, if the ground strips are
not symmetric, the ground return
current will also not be symmetric,
one ground return path having lower
reactance than the other. In measure-
ments, this compromises the probe
calibration as the probe characteristic
impedance and velocity of propaga-
tion was calibrated assuming true
CPW (balanced ground return cur-
rents) operation. Such error is re-

duced if the probe’s ground strips are
shorted together very close to the tip,
but the error can still increase to sig-
nificant levels at a sufficiently high
frequency.

In addition, if yet another ground
return path is used (the chip ground
plane, or worse yet, the silicon sub-
strate itself, for example) when the
component is actually used in a cir-
cuit, different results (at high enough
frequency) will again be obtained. In-
experienced designers forget that the
ground return current is very real and
is fully half of the circuit being ana-
lyzed. At sufficiently high frequencies
and for certain circuit configurations,
the designers will find themselves
confronting old fashioned “ground
loops” generating truly bizarre re-
sponses.

To make matters worse, inexperi-
enced RF designers often perform
their measurements using a manufac-
turer-provided calibration kit, usually
on alumina, and then make their
measurements on silicon. This works
at lower frequencies, but at high fre-
quencies, where the exact probe tip
discontinuity is important, significant
error can be introduced.

When there are differences be-
tween measured and calculated re-
sults, the inexperienced designer is
strongly tempted to blame the prob-
lem on the analysis software, materi-
als and measurement equipment.
However, the problem is actually
defective design and measurement
technique. This makes life hard for
those of us who provide the soft-
ware, materials and equipment. I
am encouraged that this situation
should gradually change as universi-
ties provide better-trained RF de-
sign professionals. In just the last
month I have become aware of two
major engineering universities start-
ing up new RF design curricula.
This transition can occur faster if
those of us who are experienced in
RF design take extra effort in help-
ing new comers on board.

INTEROPERABILITY
As you might surmise from the

above discussion, in order to be
competitive when faced with a wide
variety of problems, a well equipped
high frequency designer requires
multiple EM tools. If best-in-class is
desired for each tool, these tools will
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▲ Fig. 5  A typical ground cage.



come from multiple vendors. In this
case, interoperability in a heteroge-
neous EDA vendor environment is
critical.

I mentioned that the 1980s was
the decade of circuit theory, and the
1990s was the decade of EM-based
design. What is the theme for this
decade? In my opinion, it is interop-
erability. At the beginning of this
decade, even basic interoperability
between a framework vendor’s own
tools was a developing situation. In-
teroperability between multiple ven-
dors was almost non-existent and
sometimes even actively discouraged
by “total solution” framework
vendors.

In just the last several years we
have seen significant interoperability
arise, even between vendors who are
to some degree competitive. I have
been personally involved in four such

substantial framework integrations.
Each of these vendors has tools that
are at least somewhat competitive.
Why would they want to actively fa-
cilitate interoperability to a competi-
tor? It is because they do not want to
ever reply in the negative to a cus-
tomer asking, “I need to use ABC
software. Your competitors interface
to it. You have a good interface to it
too, don’t you?”

In fact, I feel that interoperability
is so important that by the end of this
decade this issue alone will deter-
mine the success or failure of any and
all frameworks in the high frequency
EDA field.

CLOSING COMMENTS
I have been involved in high fre-

quency EDA for over a quarter cen-
tury. I have seen, and had the ex-
treme pleasure of participating in the

field of applied high frequency nu-
merical EM analysis from the very
beginning. One thing I really treasure
and I think is very special is how well
the practitioners of our field get
along together. I can walk up to near-
ly anyone in any company and say,
“Hi,” and really feel good about it. In
sharp contrast to the much larger
non-RF EDA field, where business-
as-usual lawsuits are common, law-
suits between competitors in our field
are extremely rare and generally in-
appropriate. Yes, we all compete vig-
orously and now and then we have to
posture and bluster, but we all get
along together, too. This is important
for the designer, because the interop-
erability that results is much greater
and of higher quality. Even though
we compete, when it is important for
the designer, we also cooperate. And
the designer wins.  ■
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